
Naturally intelligent patent search

Find better prior art faster
Powerful AI in a simple and easy to use interface gives 

everyone access to the expert quality prior art on-demand  
whenever they need it.

File stronger patents cost-effectively
Finding prior art sooner means better ideas, improved 

disclosures, stronger applications and ultimately a more 
valuable patent portfolio.



Our mission: more efficient and effective innovation
Fresh thinking and new technology

Andrei Iancu

USPTO Director

“With the most relevant art in hand, one of two things will happen: either we will be able to 

help the applicant obtain appropriately-scoped claims during the examination, or we will not 

issue the patent at all. But if we do issue the patent in light of the most relevant art, that patent 

will have significantly higher odds of success should it be challenged later.”

Prior art is critical to building a high quality patent portfolio and effectively managing risk. 



Finding prior art is becoming more specialized, more difficult, and more time consuming yet 

patent budgets and IP resources remain largely the same.



Amplified’s artificial intelligence makes getting prior art simple and fast so that anyone can 

get access to reliable and accurate information.



Common Amplified use cases
Reliable, efficient, and versatile

Communicate and collaborate more effectively
Streamline your innovation process by enabling 
inventors and attorneys alike to quickly and 
cost-effectively find and understand the prior art.

Invention capture
Manage risk proactively with early identification

FTO/Clearance

Uncover problems early and often while the cost of 
fixing them is still low. Use Amplified’s AI-powered 
ranking to prioritize your review to the most 
relevant results first.

Raise quality and improve efficiency

Do a quick novelty check in minutes or a full 
patentability search in an hour. See related patents in 
real-time to learn how others describe similar 
technology.

Patent filing
Gain a competitive edge

Amplified gives you rapid insight into invalidating art 
and finds things otherwise missed. You’ll be better 
prepared than the competition and be able to build 
smarter strategies to deliver wins.

Litigation, oppositions, and IPRs



Why Amplified is different
Amplified: Powerful AI + Intuitive Design + You

Simplicity
Go from sign up to first results in 
minutes.



Amplified is easy-to-use and 
requires nothing more than the 
information you already have on 
hand.

Flexibility
Make changes and see the impact 
real-time.



Iterate over global data with 
intuitive filters and AI learning to 
build comprehensive reports for 
any purpose.

Get complete results in hours and 
minutes instead of days and 
weeks.



Fast, accurate results and a 
beautifully designed interface 
make reviewing a breeze.

Accuracy

Our relentless focus on cutting-edge technology and ease-of-use sets us apart. Amplified is built on three 
principles that we strive to constantly improve on through fundamental AI research, solid engineering, and 
thoughtful user-driven design.



Who is Amplified for?
Whether you’re a startup, law firm, or large enterprise Amplified connects everyone who is engaged in 
innovation. Anyone can easily start a search without specialized training or the time, effort, and cost of a 
traditional manual patent search. 

Empowering organizations to do more with less

Inventors IP TEams Attorneys

Discover new insights Be more efficient and effective Gain a competitive edge 

Optimize your IP operations, allocate 
resources more strategically and spend 
more time on aligning filings with 
business goals and managing risk.

Solve unique problems, write 
higher quality disclosures with less 
effort and easily communicate and 
collaborate with your IP team.

File higher quality applications, 
complete better invalidity searches 
and more efficient FTO/clearance 
reviews.



Realizing greater quality, Speed, and savings

Invention disclosure Patent application
Capture ideas

Patentability
Verify novelty Draft and file

IP team receives higher quality 
disclosures along with example results

Learn from similar patents while 
drafting to improve quality and 
efficiency 

Drafting done with only the 
information on hand and no 
time left to iterate

Using Amplified at scale to build a more efficient process

R&D receives similar patents 
themselves just by writing invention 
disclosures

Find comprehensive results on par 
with an international search report

Increased patent quality

See how the same technology is 
described in similar patents 

R&D has limited IP insight due to 
the difficulties of patent searching

Manual searching takes time and 
disclosures often require additional 
context

R&D

R&D

IP Team

IP TEam

IP Team

IP Team

TODAY

WITH AMPLIFIED

Weeks

30-90 minutes

2 out of every 10 cases tested 
found an X reference instantly 
(1.5m tests)

Up to 10 minutes reviewing 
top hits

Iteratively review using 
filters for 30-90 minutes

Instantly see patents 
similar to your draft



When to outsource
effective budgeting

Requesting estimates, coordinating the process, and reviewing deliverables takes time. Start your work 
with direct insights from Amplified that you can iterate on in real-time. Then consider engaging a 
professional firm when you need to go the extra distance on critical searches.

Amplified Outsourcing

Your time

Total time

Vendor cost

Amplified

Extra admin time

Your time

30-60 mins Days/weeks



About our research and technology
Artificial intelligEnce at the core

Amplified uses the latest in artificial intelligence and deep learning to bring you the most accurate patent 
intelligence in the world. Benchmarks and comparisons have shown our approach outperforms the 
state-of-the-art in semantic search as well as expert manual search. But the real benefit is how we’ve 
integrated AI into your workflow to deliver better outcomes for a fraction of the effort and time.



How it works:

Amplified uses an adaptable natural language model that has built an understanding of technical and patent 
language by iterating over billions of data points. Most software uses machine learning to improve the search 
query itself. But patent work is highly subjective so this does not scale well across use cases and technology 
areas. We focus instead on understanding the actual content of patents in a natural, organic way. A neural 
network first learns patent language from over 120 million patents then tests it’s own understanding by 
comparing predictions to known outcomes such as citations and classifications. 



What it means:

Our AI adds a layer of understanding to the patent data. Rather than replace keywords, this augments 
everything that you do. Amplified is constantly evolving and learning as you work. And as new patents are 
published and technology evolves, so do we.



Battle tested

Exhaustively benchmarked and verified
Amplified has been tested against:

 • 1,470,307 PCT search reports by EPO and USPTO 

    examiners in all technological fields

 • 1,000 PTAB re-examinations

 • 2,200+ search reports from professional searchers

Using Amplified leads to leaner more cost-effective patent 
prosecution, faster response times, and higher quality invention 
disclosures and applications.

Example Company with 200 filings annually:

† Cost savings estimate based on an expected knock out rate of 3-8% and 
typical fees for US search and prosecution and all searches done in Amplified

1 minute R.O.I.
In some cases (3-7%), you’ll find 35 USC 102 prior art as the very first 
result. The cost savings from avoiding a single failed application alone 
cover the cost of your subscription.

30-60 minutes
Proven to find 102 and 103 references at least as comprehensively as 
an examiner would.

Complete and comprehensive

Proven to find invalidating prior art missed by both examiners and 
applicants. Combine Amplified’s AI with custom filters to complete any 
search on any cases, at least 5x faster with cost savings up to 85%.

1 min

100% Confidence


(impossible)

Typical invalidity search

Typical examiner search

First 102/103 reference

30 mins 60 mins

$500K+
Direct, bottom line

savings a year

Faster
Response times

Improved
Patent quality

†



Human + AI

You’re in control. Every search is fully customizeable and transparent. You see 
exactly how the AI reacts to every keystroke. The only limits are the filters you apply. 

As you save results as relevant and revise your description, Amplified will update 
results so you can see how it is learning and improving.

Learn together, in real-time

Add your domain expertise with simple filters

We call it augmented intelligence. 

Fastest load time in the industry


Amplified is designed for those who know patents but are not necessarily experts in 
patent search. And yes, it’s actually fun.

Search over 120 million patents in seconds, iterate at the speed of thought.

Easy to learn and fun to use

our edge is your edge



Technology that gets out of the way
Too often technology dictates how we work. Amplified is designed to work naturally with you.

Easy, fast & flexible

Describe your invention in 
natural language, copy 
and paste an invention 
disclosure, or add a 
patent. 
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Get results instantly and watch them update in 

real-time as you type. Check the results to 

understand how the AI is thinking and then 

adjust your text or begin adding filters to focus 

the results to your objective.
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Flexible and transparent control over powerful 

search filters to focus and refine results.
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Amplified automatically learns with 

you, as you mark and save results.
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What our customers are saying

Testimonials

Jonah Probell
IP Strategist
SoundHound

Fumihiko Matsumoto
Patent Attorney
Matsumoto Patent Office

Dr. Sylwia Jacobsen
Patent analyst
Laudea

“Pretty darn impressive. Within 2 minutes I 
was getting results right on target. In fact, the 
interface is addictive like a well-designed 
game."

“For a recent search on a medical device, I 
was able to quickly find the most relevant 
prior art in Amplified. I verified this after 
spending significantly more time in our 
standard patent search database."

"Attorneys and engineers can effectively 
search in less time, within an hour you can 
find relevant prior art that is useful."



Plans & pricing

Pay Per Project

US$200 per project
No recurring fees

All our powerful search tools

Easy automated per-project 
invoicing & payment

Pay only for what you need

Professional

US$500 per user
Billed monthly

All our powerful search tools

Up to 30 projects every 
month

Cancel anytime

Business

Contact Us
Flexible plans for teams of any size

Enteprise ready

Consolidated billing

Multiple users

All plans include
 • Unlimited results from our global database of 120m+ patents


 • Powerful highlighting, filtering and sorting tools to quickly hone in on what you’re looking for


 • Instant prior art ranked by our powerful artificial intelligence and grouped by family

 • Built-in learning that automatically refines results as you find and save relevant patents


 • Real-time text input editing and auto-updated results as you explore and discover


